
WHO
Who’s making 
the drink is a deal 
breaker… the skills, mood, 
haste, attitude, all add up to affect 
the mix. If its you, aim to be relaxed, 
centred, and take your time. Think tea 
ceremony. Having the right background 
music helps a lot with mood and rhythm. 

WHERE 
If there is a TV on the wall, chances are 
this isn’t going to be a good experience.  
Other clues are gin or the glasses kept in 
the fridge (good), or radio or doof doof 
providing atmosphere (bad). Ideally you 
want a comfortable spot with soft chairs, 
quiet atmosphere and good people 
watching potential. 

TIMING 
Whilst you can be very ‘Mad Men’ and start 
at lunch time, it may be more prudent to 
wait till around sunset. What better way to 
see the twilight in? After dinner is also 
a very agreeable time, and allow about 
30 minutes per cocktail, take your time. 

AMBIENCE 
Music, lighting, the occasion all play a part.  
Be sure why you’re drinking… and then let 
it works it magic. 

ICE 
Martini’s can never be too cold really, 
but you don’t want ice in your cocktail! 
A shaken Martini is a very bad idea generally, 
so just enough ice to chill, and soften 
the ingredients in the mixing stage. 

GIN 
You’ll find your favourite, but you pay 
for what you get generally. A London Dry Gin 
style is recommended, you’re after a clean, 
dry finish, spice on the nose and quality 
alcohol all round.  Keep yours in 
the freezer or fridge… 
it must be super 
chilled! 

VERMOUTH 
This actually 

goes off once open in 
time, so freshness counts. 

Depending how dry (and how good 
your gin is) you’ll have less Vermouth (dry) 

or more (wet). Sometimes you’ll want to start 
one end of the spectrum and move along as 

the night progresses. Again quality counts. 

GARNISH 
Run if someone puts a black olive in your 
drink. Nice green olives (pitted or otherwise), 
go easy on the fancy stuffings, and watchout 
for the long toothpicks (best not). Cocktail 
onions are for Gibsons, lemon twist or 
olives… a dirty martini will have a smidge 

of the olive brine for a spicy version. 

COMPANY 
Martini’s lend themselves to a reflective 
solitary drink, but its best to have company 
that is good for conversation & attractive 
on some level. Mind they be more so 

after 2 Martinis! 

TEMPERATURE 
Did we say chilled already? The colder the 
better. We put our mixer, glass in the fridge 
and gin the freezer. This makes a big difference 
in the cleanness of the taste and elegance of 
the cocktail. Also, drinking one over 25Øc is 

less than desirable, it gets warm too quick. 

lIGHTING 
Ideally, you’ll be wanting indirect lighting, 
candles, nothing too bright and 
definitely not fluro (unless you’re in 

Manhattan or Miami).

 

RESPONSIBlE DRINKING AlWAYS 
Canberra Martini encourages you to drink 

responsibly at all times, never drink 
and drive, or drink on an 

empty stomach.

T H E  1 1  F A C E T S 
O F  A  G R E A T 

M A R T I N I



T H E  I N S P I R A T I O N
I’ve created the Centenary Martini (aka the Centini) as 
a gift to the city that’s been so good to me.   
Is it possible to distill the essence of a place in 
a glass?  Martinis are the most romantic and 
thoughtful of cocktails, so easy to make, yet 
mysterious with a touch of danger.  Canberra, 
I think, is an introvert dying to break free,  
so perhaps it needs a little encouragement  
in the form of the Martini. 

In Frank Moorehouse’s book, ‘Martini -  
a memoir’, he suggested that certain places are 
Martini cities. I think Canberra is one… a 
place for conversation, intimate connections, 
and an emerging modern sophistication. 

In the Northside, you’ll get generous flavours 
and I took my starting point the warm, golden 
hills in summer, the outdoors, and driving 
along seeing the country that surrounds and 
shapes us.  The Southside is drier, but not less 
satisfying… think red tape, Parliament, 
lobbying, just the cocktail to get a deal  
done with some gentle persuasion. 

The cocktail, with its all-Australian premium 
ingredients, also reflects our fine Federation 
and talented craftsmanship. 

My thanks to everyone who’s been part of  
this project, from Peter Minson who made  
the wonderful Martini glasses & mixer set,  
The West Winds Gin from Western Australia,  
Maidenii Vermouth from Melbourne (once the 
capital before Canberra), Goosebumps for the 
logo and recipe card you’re holding now, the 
Canberra Martini-philes who helped refine the mix, 
National Press Club for hosting the debut soirée,  
The Sass & Tease Collective for adding the glamour of  
their performance to the debut soirée, and 
Robyn Archer and the Centenary of Canberra team who got 
right behind the idea and let the world know 
about it, and Dr Chris Bourke MLA for representing 
the Chief Minister of the ACT Government.

PHIllIP A. JONES esq  
@CanberraMartini

OUR CHARITY
Dollars for Dili, a Centenary of Canberra project, 
has been established in the spirit that it is 
better to give than to receive.

Dollars for Dili is helping to fund two major 
projects. The first project involves the 
construction of sanitation and health (toilet) 
blocks in nominated Dili schools. These 
improved sanitation and health facilities will 
encourage more girls to attend school, gain 
better access to education and increase 
employment opportunities. The first toilet 
block has been built, but we need your help  
to build more.

Canberra’s friendship city Dili, the capital  
of Timor Leste, is the focus for an  
ACT Government, Scouts Australia and  
Rotary Club of Dubbo South project, aiming  
to contribute to capacity building among 
thousands of young people in that very  
young capital.

The second project is the construction of an 
activity centre for Timor Leste Scouting. 
Scouting is the world’s largest youth 
development organisation and is widely 
recognised for its programs. They build 
confidence, self esteem and resilience amongst 
young people, and also develop their leadership 
and teamwork capabilities.

dollarsfordili.com.au

martini glass or 2: Chilled
mixer: Filled with ice 
garnish: Lemon twist

vermouth: 10 mls of Aperitif Vermouth
gin: VERY chilled 50 mls of The West Winds Sabre Gin

martini glass or 2: Chilled
mixer: Filled with ice 

garnish: 1 natural plump green olive
vermouth: 15 mils of Maidenii Sweet Vermouth

gin: VERY chilled 45 mls of The West Winds Cutlass Gin

CENTINI PARTNERS

MIXING METHOD
Please refer to the ‘11 facets of a great Martini’ over to set the stage | Add ice to mixer | Pour in Vermouth | Add chilled Gin | Leave for 1 minute |  

Prepare your garnish and place in glass | Stir clockwise your Postcode, so 2604 = 2+6+4= 12 times | Ding your mixer at the end 3 times for the Parliamentary 
Triangle and the hidden symbols in the city! | Strain into your chilled Martini glass | Find a comfortable place | Drink Responsibly! 

Peter Minson Art Glass


